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1.0 Project at a Glance
The Wynn Boston Harbor (the “Project”) is an approximately $2.4 billion luxury resort that
will transform a blighted section of the City of Everett, Massachusetts adjacent to the
Mystic River, into a world-class destination. The Project will contribute hundreds of millions
of dollars, including tens of millions of dollars in infrastructure contributions to the City of
Everett, the region, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The Project is under
construction on the contaminated site of a former chemical manufacturing plant totaling
approximately 33.9 acres (the “Project Site”).

The Project will be comprised of a luxury hotel with 671 rooms, a gaming area, retail space,
food and beverage outlets, event and meeting space, a spa and gym, a parking garage, and
other complementary amenities. The Project will also include extensive landscape and
open space amenities including a public gathering area with an outdoor park-like open
space, a pavilion, waterfront features, a public harborwalk, and water transportation
docking facilities reconnecting the City of Everett to the Mystic River and Boston Harbor for
the first time in generations.
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The Project will also include off-site improvements including extensive transportation
improvements and a multiuse path from the Project’s harborwalk to the existing paths at
the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation (“DCR”) Gateway Park. The
Project will be developed in a single phase.
Wynn MA, LLC (“Wynn”) received a conditional Category 1 gaming license for Region A (the
“Gaming License”) in November 2014. Since receiving the conditional Gaming License,
Wynn has made significant progress on community outreach, project entitlements,
permitting, land acquisition, the design, and construction of the Project.
In August 2015, Wynn selected Charter Contracting Company, LLC, a Massachusetts limited
liability company, as its remediation contractor. Remediation of the landside portion of the
Project Site commenced in October 2015, and final completion documentation was filed on
August 4, 2016.
On July 15, 2015, Wynn filed its Second Supplemental Final Environmental Impact Report
(“SSFEIR”) to address the remaining three principal areas of study that were outlined in the
Certificate of the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs on Wynn’s Supplemental
Final Environmental Impact Report (“SFEIR”) dated April 3, 2015. On August 28, 2015,
Wynn received a Certificate of the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs on its
SSFEIR (the “Secretary’s Certificate”) concluding that Wynn’s SSFEIR “adequately and
properly complies” with the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (“MEPA”).
In accordance with MEPA, following the receipt of its Secretary’s Certificate, Wynn worked
with various state agencies to obtain “Section 61 findings,” a determination made by an
agency of the Commonwealth describing the environmental impact, if any, of the Project
and a finding that all feasible measures have been taken to avoid or minimize said impact.
Wynn received its Section 61 findings from the following agencies on the dates set forth
below:
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority:
Massachusetts Port Authority:
Massachusetts Department of Transportation &
Department of Conservation and Recreation:
Massachusetts Gaming Commission:
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On August 24, 2015, Wynn filed its Chapter 91 License Application for the Project with the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (“MassDEP”) to obtain license
authorization for the development of portion of the Project on private filled and flowed
tidelands. MassDEP issued the Chapter 91 License on August 3, 2016.
On February 28, 2017, Wynn filed a Notice of Project Change (“NPC”) identifying changes to
programming and design refinements for the Project and including a sediment remediation
plan for a portion of the Project Site and an adjacent area of the Mystic River.
2.0 Cost of Construction and Capitalization of Gaming Licensee
Pursuant to 205 CMR 135.02(5)(a) and (b), please see Appendix 1 for a sworn certification
regarding (a) the total estimated cost of construction of the Project and related
infrastructure improvements and (b) the capitalization of the Wynn for the quarter ending
June 30, 2017.
3.0 Design and Construction Contracts
Pursuant to 205 CMR 135.02(5)(c), please see Appendix 2 for a list of all design and
construction contracts executed for the quarter ending June 30, 2017 to design and
construct the gaming establishment and related infrastructure improvements.
4.0 Progress of Construction
Pursuant to 205 CMR 135.02(5) (d), the following is a status report regarding the progress of
the construction of the Project.
4.1 Federal Permits.
On May 18, 2017, Wynn filed a Permit Modification Request with the US Army Corps of
Engineers to modify the permit previously issued for the Project to include (i) accessibility
improvements for the floating dock system, (ii) installation of three piles to protect an
outfall, and (iii) remedial activities including the removal of derelict barges, debris removal,
and additional dredging and filling in the Mystic River. The permit modification was issued
on August 31, 2017 and reissued on September 11, 2017.
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4.2 State Permits.
On July 15, 2015, Wynn filed its SSFEIR to address the remaining three principal areas of
study that were outlined in the Certificate of the Secretary of Energy and Environmental
Affairs on Wynn’s SFEIR dated April 3, 2015. On August 28, 2015, Wynn received a
Secretary’s Certificate concluding that Wynn’s SSFEIR “adequately and properly complies”
with MEPA.
The Secretary’s Certificate confirmed that Wynn’s traffic analysis and mitigation plans are
effective to mitigate the Project’s impacts on existing transportation infrastructure. With
respect to broader regional transportation impacts, the Secretary’s Certificate required the
establishment of a “Regional Working Group” to be led by MassDOT for the purpose of
assessing and developing long-term transportation improvements that will support
sustainable redevelopment and economic growth in and around Sullivan Square. Wynn
committed to participating in this Regional Working Group and providing a proportionate
share of funding to support this effort. Wynn has attended all monthly meetings of the
Lower Mystic Regional Working Group (“LMRWG”).
The Secretary’s Certificate also required enhanced public review during permitting and
development of Section 61 findings by MassDOT and the Massachusetts Gaming
Commission (“MGC”). Following the receipt of the Secretary’s Certificate, Wynn had
productive meetings with each of the State Agencies with permitting authority over the
Project for the purpose of preparing Section 61 findings to be issued by each such State
Agency. Wynn received its Section 61 findings from the following agencies on the dates set
forth below:
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority:
Massachusetts Port Authority:
Massachusetts Department of Transportation &
Department of Conservation and Recreation:
Massachusetts Gaming Commission:

January 12, 2016
January 21, 2016
April 5, 2016
April 25, 2016

On February 28, 2017, Wynn filed an NPC with MEPA. The primary purpose of the NPC was
to describe the sediment remediation plans for a portion of the Project Site and an adjacent
parcel located in the Mystic River. The NPC also described refinements to the program and
interior layout of the building to reflect current market conditions as they have changed
since prior MEPA filings. Program changes include a reduction in retail space, a reduction of
hotel suites to provide for additional rooms, an increase in food and beverage space, the
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addition of a larger luxury ballroom space, and an increase in “back of house” support
space. The NPC contained updated square footage for each of the Project components as
they were further refined and finalized as part of the design process. Other minor changes
that developed over the course of designing and preparing construction documents for the
Project were also included in the NPC (e.g., minor adjustments to the elevation of the salt
marsh to improve viability, minor changes to the docking and float systems to
accommodate Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and other passenger needs, and a
minor reduction in the navigational dredge footprint).
On August 24, 2015, Wynn filed its Chapter 91 License Application for the Project with the
MassDEP to obtain license authorization for the development of portion of the Project on
private filled and flowed tidelands. Wynn received its “Written Determination” from
MassDEP on January 22, 2016. On February 11, 2016, Mayor Joseph A. Curtatone, in his
capacity as Mayor of the City of Somerville (“Somerville”), filed a “Notice of Claim” with the
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, Department of Environmental
Protection, requesting an adjudicatory hearing with respect to the Written Determination.
On February 18, 2016, the Office of Appeals and Dispute Resolution of MassDEP issued a
Scheduling Order pursuant to which a hearing on Somerville’s appeal was set for June 2,
2016. As a direct result of this appeal, Wynn was unable to commence construction
activities within those portions of the Project Site that are subject to Chapter 91.
On June 2, 2016, Wynn, Somerville and the DEP participated in the adjudicatory hearing.
On July 15, 2016, MassDEP’s Office of Appeals and Dispute Resolution issued a
“Recommended Final Decision” affirming Wynn’s Written Determination, and MassDEP
issued the Chapter 91 License on August 3, 2016.
On February 22, 2017, Wynn filed a request with MassDEP for a Minor Project Modification,
pursuant to CMR 9.22(3), to modify the below-grade footprint of underground parking
facility. The requested modifications included (i) decreasing the below-grade parking
structure from three (3) levels to one (1) level under the peninsular portion of the building
footprint, (ii) a setback of the below-grade parking structure footprint under the main
entrance, and (iii) increasing the below-grade parking structure from three (3) levels to four
(4) levels under the remaining portion of the main building footprint. None of the foregoing
modifications extended the below-grade building footprint, increased the total number of
parking spaces, or changed any previously authorized uses. On February 28, 2017, MassDEP
determined that the proposed modifications comply with the minor project modification
provisions set forth in 310 CMR 9.22(3)(a) and that the submission of a Chapter 91
Waterways License Application was not required for such modifications.
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On March 16, 2017, Wynn filed a request with MassDEP for a second Minor Project
Modification, pursuant to CMR 9.22(3), to (1) reduce the living shoreline elevation, (2)
increase the total number of hotel rooms from 629 to 671, (3) modify the docking facility of
the Project to accommodate an improved accessible ramping system, (4) install three
fender piles to protect an outfall structure, and (5) in response to market conditions, change
the size and location of some first floor uses. On March 29, 2017, the DEP determined that
the proposed modifications (1) through (4) above comply with the minor project
modification provisions set forth in 310 CMR 9.22(3)(a) and that the proposed modification
(5) complies with 310 CMR 9.22(3)(b). Therefore, DEP determined that the submission of a
Chapter 91 Waterways License Application was not required for such modifications.
On May 12, 2017, Wynn filed a Chapter 91 License and Water Quality Certification
Application with MassDEP for the removal of deteriorated barges and sediment
remediation in a portion of the Mystic River located in the Cities of Boston and Everett.
MassDEP issued a Water Quality Certification on August 25, 2017, which came into effect on
September 15, 2017 after the three-week appeal period ended. A draft Chapter 91 License
was issued on August 29, 2017. The final license was issued on September 25, 2017
following the expiration of the appeal period.
On May 22, 2017, Wynn submitted a request for an amendment to its combined 401 Water
Quality Certification with MassDEP to conduct remediation activities at an area of the
proposed living shore line where seepage of discolored water was observed. On June 29,
2017, MassDEP approved the amendment.
On June 21, 2017, Wynn filed a combined Phase III Remedial Action Plan and Phase IV
Remedy Implementation Plan with MassDEP for the sediment portion of the Project Site.
The purpose of the Phase III Remedial Action Plan was to establish remedial objectives,
identify and evaluate remedial action technologies, formulate and evaluate remedial action
alternatives, and select a remedial action alternative for the sediment portion of the Project
Site that will result in a Permanent Solution. The Phase IV Remedy Action Plan addresses
the design, construction, and implementation of the “Comprehensive Remedial Action” to
be implemented for the sediment portion of the Disposal Site. A public meeting was held
on June 29, 2017 and the public comment period ended July 11, 2017 in accordance with
the PIP process.
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4.3 Local Permits.
On May 11, 2015, Wynn submitted its Form 19A Site Plan Review Application to the Everett
Planning Board. The City of Everett engaged outside consultants, LDD Collaborative, Inc.
and TranSystems, to provide Site Plan Review services for the Project. On July 13, 2015,
Wynn presented its Site Plan Review Application at the Everett Planning Board public
meeting and advised the Everett Planning Board that it would be modifying its application
to address comments raised by the City of Everett’s outside consultants. On August 24,
2015, Wynn presented its modified application to the Everett Planning Board and the
Everett Planning Board heard public comments. On September 16, 2015, the Everett
Planning Board concluded the public hearing and unanimously approved the application.
The service road Application Site Plan Review and Special Permit was submitted to the City
of Everett Planning Board for review in January 2016. On May 5, 2016, the Everett Planning
Board issued the Site Plan Approval for the Service Road.
On August 11, 2015, Wynn submitted its Notice of Intent for the Project to the City of
Everett Conservation Commission in order to obtain approval under the Massachusetts
Wetland Protection Act for work within wetlands resource areas and buffer zones. The
Everett Conservation Commission held an initial public meeting on August 20, 2015. On
September 17, 2015, the Everett Conservation Commission held another public meeting
and voted unanimously to approve Wynn’s Notice of Intent. The Everett Conservation
Commission issued its Order of Conditions with respect to the Project on September 24,
2015.
On May 31, 2017, Wynn filed an application for an amendment to the Everett Conservation
Commission Order of Conditions. The purpose of the amendment was to include
accessibility improvements for the floating dock system and installation of three piles to
protect an outfall. The revised Order of Conditions was issued on July 13, 2017.
Pursuant to 205 CMR 135.02(6), please see Appendix 3 for an updated permits chart and all
documents and information listed in 205 CMR 120.01: Permitting Requirements.
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4.4 Site Remediation.
Prior to the commencement of the remediation, Wynn completed field investigation
including nearly 2,000 samples landside and in the river, and significant laboratory analysis
of the samples. On April 8, 2015, Wynn received a petition from residents of the City of
Everett requesting that the disposal site be designated as a Public Involvement Plan (“PIP”)
site in accordance with Massachusetts General Laws (MGL) c. 21E §14(a). This law requires
that, upon receiving such a petition, a plan for involving the public in decisions regarding
response actions must be prepared and a public meeting held to present the proposed plan.
The disposal site was designated as a PIP site on April 28, 2015. The PIP process was used to
educate the public on the remediation process and provide a forum for addressing any
comments. The PIP process will continue through the completion of the construction
related remediation activities.
Wynn and GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc., the Licensed Site Professional (“LSP”) for the
Project Site, presented the draft PIP plan at a public meeting on June 2, 2015 at Everett City
Hall. In addition, the draft Release Abatement Measure (“RAM”) plan was also presented at
the meeting. The comment period for the PIP plan was scheduled to end on June 22, 2015,
but was extended by Wynn at the request of the petitioners for an additional 21 days to July
13, 2015. In addition, the comment period for the draft RAM plan was extended an
additional 30 days to July 22, 2015.
On August 19, 2015, the Release Abatement Measure (“RAM”) plan for the landside
remediation (known as Phase 1) was submitted to the MassDEP and all petitioners were
notified accordingly.
Pursuant to the RAM Plan, Wynn held public meetings in Everett and Charlestown on
October 15 and 16, 2015, respectively, for the purpose of informing the public regarding the
remediation prior to commencement. Remediation of the Project Site began following such
meetings. Weekly updates on the remediation were posted on Wynn’s website
(www.wynnbostonharbor.com). The perimeter air-monitoring system was operational
throughout the remediation and no alarm conditions attributable to the RAM work were
recorded.
Phase 1 remediation of the Project Site was completed in the second quarter of 2016. A
total of approximately 10,680 tons of contaminated soil was transported off-site for proper
disposal during Phase 1. The soil was transported in lined trailers that were cleaned prior to
leaving the Project Site. The Draft Phase I RAM Completion Report and Immediate
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Response Action Report was submitted on August 4, 2016. A public meeting on the Phase I
RAM Completion Report was held on September 7, 2016. The public comment period
ended September 27, 2016, and no comments were received.
A separate RAM Plan has been prepared to address construction-related RAM activities.
Response actions to be conducted under this RAM Plan will include the excavation of
contaminated soil, the dredging of contaminated sediment, and the placement of clean fill
materials at the properties identified in the RAM Plan. On February 17, 2016, a public
meeting on the construction-related RAM Plan was held at the Everett City Hall. The public
comment period for the construction-related RAM Plan ended on March 9, 2016. No
comments were received. On May 2, 2016 the construction-related RAM Plan and a Final
Revised Public Involvement Plan was filed. On August 30, 2016, constructed-related RAM
Status Report No. 1 was filed. On October 28, 2016 and November 16, 2016, RAM
Modifications were filed with MassDEP to address the detection of asbestos in soil
associated with demolition debris. On February 2, 2017, a RAM Modification was filed with
MassDEP to revise perimeter and interior air sampling for airborne fibers.
Wynn has undertaken a project to dredge and cap approximately seven acres of the Mystic
River within and immediately adjacent to the Project Site. The intent of the dredging is to
(1) remove and replace contaminated sediments that reside on the bottom of the river as a
result of decades of industrial use of the surrounding land, and (2) to restore the depth of
the navigable channel to allow for safe and efficient access to the Project Site by various
size passenger craft. All permits are anticipated to be received in October 2017. Following
the receipt of all permits and the completion of design, the project will be bid and awarded
to a construction team. Dredging is anticipated to begin in October 2017. Fish migration in
the river restricts dredging activities to an annual window of October to February.
4.5 Offsite Infrastructure.
As described above, the Secretary’s Certificate confirmed that Wynn’s traffic analysis and
mitigation plans are effective to mitigate the Project’s impacts on existing transportation
infrastructure. In light of this positive response, an RFP was issued on June 26, 2015 to
select a design and permitting team to deliver the offsite roadway and transit station
improvements. In November 2015, Wynn entered into an agreement with AECOM USA of
America, a Massachusetts corporation (“AECOM”), to provide civil and geotechnical
engineering and construction oversight services for off-site infrastructure related to the
Project. During first quarter 2016, AECOM completed the applicable Roadway Safety Audits
and continued with site surveys and concept design. During the second quarter 2016, site
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surveys were completed as well as the development of the 25% design plans and functional
design reports. On April 26, 2016, Wynn and AECOM staff met with MassDOT, MBTA and
DCR transportation officials to discuss the projects and schedule.
On June 14, 2016, the 25% design plans and functional design reports were submitted to
the City of Everett and their peer review consultant, Weston & Sampson, at a design
briefing meeting. The 25% design plans and functional design reports were submitted for
review to MassDOT at a design briefing meeting held on June 24, 2016. MassDOT and the
City of Everett both submitted comments in the third quarter 2016. Coordination with the
Massachusetts Central Transportation Planning staff continued regarding the progression of
the 25% design. Work continued on further developing the design documents to the
75%/100% stage and submittals were made to MassDOT as well as the Cities of Everett,
Medford, Boston, and Chelsea for the Route 16 Roadway improvement projects that
included Wellington, Sweetser, and Santilli Circles as well as Broadway and the proposed
truck route.
On a separate track, Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates, Inc., Wynn’s design team for the
Sullivan Square improvements, has been working since last year on conceptual designs.
During the first quarter of 2017, the MBTA contracted with Urban Idea Lab to conduct a
peer review of the current design alternatives and coordination continues with the MBTA
on advancing the Sullivan Square station design. Wynn filed 25% design documents for the
roadway and station improvements with the City, MBTA, MassDOT, and Massport in April
2017. On March 22, 2017, Wynn filed a Notice of Intent (“NOI”) application with the City of
Boston Conservation Commission for its proposed improvements to the Sullivan Square
Rotary and its approaches.
The offsite transportation improvements have been fully designed with comments from
agency reviews incorporated. There are four separate bid packages, known as Construction
Packages 1-4, generally organized by Broadway (CP #1), Revere Beach Parkway (CP #2),
Train Stations (CP #3), and Sullivan Square (CP #4). Contracts have been awarded for CP #1,
CP #2, and CP #4 and work is anticipated to start in all three areas in November 2017. CP #3
is anticipated to bid in October 2017. All contracts are scheduled for completion in January
2019, with the majority of work being performed in the spring, summer, and fall of 2018.
Close coordination is underway with the Cities of Everett, Boston, and Medford, as well as
numerous state agencies to reduce the impact of the work on commuters. The
communication plan for alerting drivers of upcoming work or real time problems is in place
through social media, variable message signs, and press engagement.
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Subject to Wynn receiving all permits required to complete the work, all offsite
improvements are envisioned to be completed and operable prior to the opening of the
Project.
In addition to the foregoing mitigation improvements, in accordance with Wynn’s Section
61 findings, Wynn is an active participant in the LMRWG. The LMRWG was convened by
MassDOT to assess and develop short and long-range transportation improvements that
can support sustainable redevelopment and economic growth for the Lower Mystic River
area. MassDOT has engaged the services of staff from the Boston Region Metropolitan
Planning Organization – including from the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (“MAPC”)
and from the Central Transportation Planning Staff – to provide technical assistance and
study support.
The Working Group is chaired by the Secretary of Transportation, and consists of elected
officials and staff of the three communities of Boston, Everett and Somerville as well as
MAPC. Representatives from the Executive Office of Housing and Economic Development,
the Attorney General’s Office of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts Gaming Commission,
Congressman Capuano’s office, the Massachusetts Port Authority, and the Wynn Boston
Harbor are also participants of the LMRWG.
4.6 Design.
Construction Drawings (dated September 16, 2016) were issued on September 30, 2016.
The hotel tower, podium, site, and interiors were reviewed by the City of Everett and a
Building Permit was issued on December 15, 2016. Project design is complete with the
exception of redesign for the meeting and event space area and food and beverage
modifications as outlined in the NPC. Drawings for these areas were issued in July 2017.
4.7 Construction Services.
On January 8, 2016, Wynn entered into an Agreement for Guaranteed Maximum Price
Construction Services with Suffolk Construction Company, Inc. (“Suffolk”). Following the
receipt of Wynn’s Chapter 91 License, construction activities were commenced on all
portions of the Project Site. Wynn finalized Suffolk’s Guaranteed Maximum Price on April
28, 2017. Below is a summary of the construction activities through September 30, 2017:
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Sitework
•
•
•
•
•

Marine - Landside
Marine - Dredging
Site Utilities
EPS block
Landscaping

Garage
• Soil Disposal via rail car
• Structure
• Fire Protection, Electric,
Masonry
• MEP Systems
• B4 mat slab
• Spray insulation

96% complete
Scheduled to start 10/02/2017
96% complete
30% complete
Purchasing and selection of all plant material is underway
Complete
Complete
Underway
Underway
90% complete
Underway

Podium North/Central Utility Plant
• Facade
East, west, northeast exterior elevations complete, except
for mechanical equipment leave outs
• Interior Framing
Commenced, on schedule
• Spray Fireproofing
Complete
• MEP Systems
Major equipment installation underway
• Roofing System
98% complete, on schedule
Podium
• Steel Erection
• Concrete on metal decks
• MEP installation
• Façade
Podium - Convention Center
• Final Designs
• Rainwater Harvesting
System
• Structural Steel
• Truss erection
Tower
• L1-L8 Level Concrete
• Curtain wall

98% complete except for tower infills
40% complete, on schedule
Underway in specific areas, on schedule
Underway, west side 30% complete, east side 10%
complete
Complete
100% complete
Underway, 38% complete
Underway
Complete
On schedule to start 10/8/17
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Dust control measures that are in-place include a water truck dedicated full time to the
Project Site when work is occurring on the Project Site and covering dirt stockpiles at night
with Gorilla Snot (liquid copolymer soil stabilizer and dust control product).
In February 2017, the wheel wash was reconstructed to accommodate changes to the
Project Site. Street sweeping is done daily on Horizon Way, Broadway, Dexter Street, and
the adjacent MBTA property.
Soil disposal via rail car was completed in February 2017.
4.8 Service Road.
The service road and utilities drawings were prepared and issued on March 31, 2016. Bids
were received in early May to allow early construction of this critical work. On May 25,
2016, J. Derenzo Co. was awarded the Service Road and Utility Relocation contract.
The following work was completed in the second quarter of 2017:
•
•
•
•

•

The private section of the service road barriers, fencing, gates and street lighting were
completed between the service road and the adjacent MBTA property;
The binder layer of asphalt for the service road was placed to widen and improve access
to the Project Site for construction material deliveries;
Milling and paving improvements along the MBTA side of the service road barriers and
new MBTA entrance were performed;
Approximately 700 linear feet of 8” MBTA fire hydrant water loop along the south and
west sides of the MBTA Maintenance Facility were replaced in order to remove and
relocate old and corroded sections of the piping from beneath the Project Site entrance
and service road alignment to the MBTA property. All new fire hydrants were installed
along the service road.
Installed all decorative landscaping along the public section for the service road and 3
Charlton Street.
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4.9 Procurement.
Date

%
% Complete Scope
Complete to Date
April 2017 $31,336,809 2.83%
93.37%
Food Service Equipment, Shower
Doors (Podium & Tower), Fire
Alarm System
May 2017 $18,878,738 1.71%
95.08%
Wall and Corner Guards
Protection, Interior Glazing, Garage
and Restaurants Drywall,
Pneumatic Tube System, Spray
Insulation, Misc. Metals (Podium
and Hotel), Misc. Metals (Garage)
June 2017 $2,230,821 0.20%
95.28%
Division 10 Specialties, Roof
Anchors, Interior Awnings
July 2017
$8,525,408 0.72%
96.13%
Uniform Conveying Systems,
Suspended Work Platform, Radio
Communications, Spa Equipment,
Unistrut
August
$5,677,521 0.04%
96.19%
Mesh Partitions, Custom
2017
hardware, Unistrut
September $1,247,640 0.11%
96.30%
Folding Partitions
2017
4.10

Value

Owner Controlled Insurance Program (“OCIP”).

Wynn, in conjunction with Willis Towers Watson initiated an Owner Controlled Insurance
Program for the Project. This Worker’s Compensation and General Liability insurance
programs were implemented on July 1, 2016 and Builder’s Risk was implemented on August
15, 2016.
4.11

Project Labor Agreement.

Following the engagement of Suffolk, Wynn and Suffolk re-engaged in discussions with local
labor leaders and finalized the draft Project Labor Agreement for the Project. The Project
Labor Agreement was executed on May 5, 2016.
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Construction Management Plan.

Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates, Inc. prepared a Construction Management Plan (“CMP”)
for the purpose of mitigating any adverse impacts to the host and surrounding
communities. The CMP was submitted to the City of Everett on April 21, 2016.
5.0 Project Schedule
5.1 Six Month Look Ahead
The 6-month look ahead schedule is attached hereto as Appendix 4.
5.2 Project Master Schedule
The development of the Master Schedule has evolved from a high level schedule to a more
detailed schedule. This coincides with the contractor’s efforts to increase the detail level of
their schedule by working with the subcontractors as they are selected for the Project.
6.0 Project Resources/Diversity
Pursuant to 205 CMR 135.02(5)(f), please see Appendix 5 for a report describing the
number of contracts, total dollars amounts contracted with and actually paid to minority
business enterprises, women business enterprises and veteran business enterprises for
design and construction of the Project and related infrastructure, and the total number and
value of all subcontracts awarded to a minority, women and veteran owned business, and a
comparison of these reports with the goals established by Wynn as approved by the MGC.
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